
Year 4 Spelling-Unit 5-Tested Thursday 17th December 

Spelling Pattern = Prefix inter- (means between or among) 

   

Group 1 

Spelling Meaning  
interact To do things with other people 

intercity Existing or travelling between cities 

international Involving two or more nations 

interrelated To bring into or have a connection with each other 

Internet Remember it has a capital letter. A communication system that 

connects computers around the world 

intergalactic Relating to, moving or situated between two or more galaxies 

intermediate In the middle 

interlock To connect or lock together 

interactive Designed to be used in a way that involves a user 

interaction The act of doing something with other people 

intercept To seize, take or stop before something reaches its destination 

intermission A short interval between the acts of a play or performance 

 

   



Year 4 Spelling-Unit 5-Tested Thursday 17th December 

Spelling Pattern = Prefix inter- (means between or among) 

 

Group 2 

Spelling Meaning  
interact To do things with other people 

intercity Existing or travelling between cities 

international Involving two or more nations 

interrelated To bring into or have a connection with each other 

Internet Remember it has a capital letter. A communication system that 

connects computers around the world 

intergalactic Relating to, moving or situated between two or more galaxies 

intermediate In the middle 

interlock To connect or lock together 

interactive Designed to be used in a way that involves a user 

interaction The act of doing something with other people 
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Spelling Pattern = Prefix inter- (means between or among) 

 

Group 3 

Spelling Meaning  
interact To do things with other people 

intercity Existing or travelling between cities 

international Involving two or more nations 

interrelated To bring into or have a connection with each other 

Internet Remember it has a capital letter. A communication system that 

connects computers around the world 

intergalactic Relating to, moving or situated between two or more galaxies 

 

 

 


